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  The technology landscape is changing 
 
◦ Standards bodies are developing and pushing for RDF based 
formats 
 
◦ Large chemical databases are switching to semantic 
technologies 
 





































  Make use of external data sources 
 
 Add missing data 
 
 Add new data 
 









































































































 RDFization of existing data 
 
 Semantic Data Integration 
 
 Building Linked Data Powered Web Apps 
 













































































  Different XML Input formats 
 
 Own Ontological Model 
 
 Alignment with external ontologies 
 


































 OpenSource, PHP RESTful middleware layer 
 
 Uses Virtuoso as RDF Store 
 
 Handles Data Access Rights 
 


































 Data visualization trough conStruct 
  
 
 Browsing and Searching Features 
 
 





































































































 Based on the sRelationBrowser 
 
 Offers Intuitive navigation and visualization of 
semantic data 
 
 MultiTouch  
 
 Linked Data Powered 
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